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Abstract: In these article the mathematical model of 
multi-agent CFS is proposed for describe of behavior of 
moving objects, interacting under wireless communication 
link on 802.11 standard. It has shown that the more 
important criteria for CFS, consisting of mobile objects, is 
the stability of communications. The stable transmission 
rate is achieved by reducing the asymmetry of the link 
between the cyber-physical components. This will ensure 
the rhythmical loading of the computing board processors 
(CPU or / and GPU) on cyber object. The models of 
camera's matrices and computing boards for unmanned 
vehicles (UMV) are analyzed and proposed. The methods of 
avoidance the dropping of rate due to interference from the 
connecting to the ether of new access points, non-containing 
to CFS, are presented. The research and results contributes 
to the improving quality of transmission and processing 
data from wireless cyber-physical components. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, it is taking place not only improvement the 

quality of the known types of interaction between the 
man and the physical world, but also the expansion the 
area of use of cyber-physical systems (CFS) in a variety 
of industrial, social, behavioral realizations of human 
needs. These multiple behavioral functions of CFS can’t 
be implemented without the usage of mechanisms, 
androids, automated systems, both manned and is 
autonomous with algorithmic advance action. Topical is 
to achieve such an interaction between cyber-physical 
components, which will provide the necessary quality of 
functioning of the CFS [1]. 

 At the same time, it is necessary to create and to 
implement algorithms of interaction between CFS 
objects such that fully utilize their technical capabilities 
(speed of information transmission and processing, 
range, payload motion and so on). This will force the 
cyber-physical components to work at the limit of their 

abilities and to interact into created network by the 
common rules [2]. 

Currently, the use of computer networks, working on 
prevalent protocols, is rather limited in CFS. However, 
the issues of network interaction between the cyber-
physical components and interoperability CFS with the 
global Internet are the actual direction of research [3]. 

In the above work laid the foundation for further 
studies of various CFS, identified areas of scientific 
research and expected results. However, if before the 
majority of issues are resolved for CFS “man – a 
managed object” and “self-organizing systems”, now the 
actual steel multi-agent systems. In such systems, 
management of multiple physical (self-contained or 
controlled) mobile units made by different people (cyber 
operators) through a variety of computing devices. 
Wireless connections, with the incessantly changing 
topology formed network, are used most frequently. 
Today fast dynamical CFS, which interacting via 
wireless communication protocols, are investigated the 
most insufficiently. 

The purpose of this article is to use the methods of 
analysis of multi-agent systems (MAS) to describe the 
interaction of cyber-physical components connected by 
wireless communication standard 802.11, and to ensure 
stable data transfer rate across whole CFS area. 

II. MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF MULTI-AGENT 
CFS, COMPOSED OF MOVING OBJECTS 

Mesh-topology of CFS, which consists of moving 
objects, connected by wireless communication channels, 
provides non-periodic changes in relations between the 
different pairs of cyber-physical components. These 
pairs in said CFS may be: 

a. One physical component (air, land, underwater, 
surface drones and other unmanned vehicle – UMV, 
equipped with sensors of physical processes) – another 
physical component. 

b. Physical component – cyber-operator. 
c. Cyber operator – cyber-operator. 
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d. Cyber-operator – wireless access point (AP) – 
cyber-operator. 

e. Cyber-operator – wireless AP – telecommunication 
equipment – land Data Center. 

Moving objects of CFS, united, for example, in the 
monitoring network, network delivery and other 
purposes as set },...,{ 21 nmmmMMN =  is considered, 
where im – is a node, which can be described using the 

direction of the motion vector V , and has incidence 
matrix NjiI ji ==,, . The subset of MMN  moving 
nodes, that is available for interaction, are shown in this 
matrix. The wireless transmission distances iD for data 
transfer from node im  have presented in the cells of the 
incidence matrix (1):  
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The distance iD (m) and free space losses FSL  (dB) 
can be calculated as in (2) and as in (3) severally: 
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where F  – is a frequency channel of transmitter node 
(MHz);  Rx  – is a power of transmitter node (dBmW); 

trG  – the gain of transmitter node (dBi); RxSens  – is a 
receiver sensitivity for defined transmission speed 
(dBmW); SOMF  – system operating margin (dB) [4].  
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Data transferring trajectory with moving nodes 
 

Determining the distance of the signal iD allows to 
go to the next step of organizing the data transferring 
trajectory. Agent-based roles of nodes such as sender, 
repeater with checking the transferring success, repeater 
without checking the transferring success, receiver are 
defined. The MMN node as transmitter is considered. 
The minimum value },min{ ji DD of a signal 
transmission distance provides data transferring between 

nodes of jiI ,  matrix in both directions. In cases of 

unidirectional data transfer, the maximum distance 
},max{ ji DD  is used. The repeater without checking the 

transferring success as agent-based role of MMN  node 
with max distance has established.  

In Fig. 1 the situation when nodes will move to 
trajectory and initiate data transfer is shown. 

The node ),,( 2222 zxxA y shifted has sender’s agent 

role. Considering displacement vector 2112 AAV =  in 
matrix form the shifting to area of data transferring 
trajectory (3) and rotation across OX  axis for location 
sender node on trajectory (4) can be determined [5]: 
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Let’s motion of node im  is uniformly accelerated 
motion [6]. The time iTS , while a node with index 

1=i will move from point iA  to point 1+iA  on data 
transferring trajectory, has shown in (6): 
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The sum value of MMN
trT  is estimated, as in (7). It 

describes the total value of the data transfer time and 
time of organizing the data transfer trajectory using 
MMN  nodes, which were in the arbitrary positions. 
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where ctrT – time (ms) to send a certain amount cpN  of 

communication messages with size cpV  (measured in 

KB) with data transmission speed trS  (Mbps) to 
establish a connection as in (8): 
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qtr – specific coefficient of data packet transfer; dtrT – 
transfer time (ms) of the data size dtrV  (KB), as in (9): 
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The message structure is based on an industry 
standard CAN, used in MAVLink protocol for 
transmitting data from the UAV, shown in Fig. 2 [7]. 

The communication message contains Package’s 
system information (at head and trailer of message) and 
Payload fields. The head consists of the STX  byte, 
which shows start of packet; LEN  byte defines the 
length of payload; SEQ  is a number of packet in send 
sequence; SYS   defines system identifier of MMN node; 
COMP  defines the agent-based role identifier of MMN 
node; MSG shows the data structure’s type of payload. 
The Payload  includes the data of the packet and 
depends on the MSG  byte value. The message trailer 
consists of the CKA  and CKB  indicates (low byte and 
high byte of packet’s checksum severally). 

For effective livelihoods, CFS is necessary to achieve 
the maximum symmetry of the communication channel 
between the Client (Station – STA) and an Access Point 
(AP). This requires equalize the flow rates are between 
upload and download. As a result, the difference 
between the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of AP and Client 
must tend to zero, as in (10): 

.0)( →−= APSTA SNRSNRDF  (10) 
Data-transfer mode with DF < 0 (asymmetry of 

communication channels between the cyber-physical 
components) is critical for the CFS. In this case, any data 
rate from the Client to the AP (upload) will be slower 
than in the reverse direction (download), or there will be 
a loss of communication. In a result, cyber-operator will 
not able to manage UMV from their mobile device 
because the telemetry data will not be processed in 
adequate time, and UMV may to crash. 

To achieve symmetry in the communication channels 
between the cyber-physical components it is needed to 
regulate the power AP, so that DF  = 0. 

Consider the relationships between the transmitter 
power Rx and receiver sensitivity RxSens for Client 
(STA) and AP respectively: 
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It’s believed that the threshold of the background 
noise below the threshold sensitivity of the receivers 
Client and AP, as if the background noise level for AP 
and the Client is the same – it does not affect the 
symmetry of the channel [8]. 

Then transmitter power Rx is for AP and Client (STA) 
respectively: 
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where APTx  and STATx  – the power of the transmitter 
at the AP and Client antenna port respectively; 

APTxGain , APRxGain  и STATxGain , STARxGain  – 
antenna gains during transmitting or receiving for AP 
and Client respectively; FSL  – losses in the commu-
nication channel between AP and Client (equal in both 
directions). 

Given that the client devices are usually equipped 
with non-replaceable antenna, transmitter power and 
receiver sensitivity of the Client is indicated owing to the 
antenna immediately. Then the asymmetry of the 
channel is: 

()( STAAP TxTxDF −−=
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(13) 

The equation (10) – (13) shows that the asymmetry 
of the channel is independent of the antenna types on AP 
and Client (if not using multi-flow technology MIMO), 
but it depends on the difference between the transmitter 
power and receiver sensitivity of the cyber-physical 
components.  

III. THE EXPERIMENT PLANNING 
The half-duplex wireless connections are the multiple 

choice and interference vulnerable but they can pre-set 
before the communication session. 

More often, many UMV-workers (not the head-
UMV) use boards, which haven’t on-board Wi-Fi 
module. So, to optimize the interaction between CFS’ 
objects is necessary to consider the question of choosing 
a computing board in detail. The additional modules 
have been installed there to create a channel of 
communication between the head UMV and / or cyber-
operator. At the same time, mobile radio device, 
belonging to cyber-operator is integrate in device and 
can’t replaced manually. Such a device could be a 
smartphone, netbook, laptop, remote control and similar. 

Conversely, in the case of the communicate session is 
planned between the head UMV (from Parrot, DJI, 
MicroDrones Gmbh etc.), which has factory integrated 
wireless modules, and cyber-operator, it is necessary to 
choose the whole computer mobile devices, not a 
computing board only. 

Consideration should be given the interaction 
between such pairs of wireless devices, which providing 
the telecommunications between UMV/UMV or 
UMV/cyber-operator, who managing UMV via any 
mobile device: 

1) WiFi-adapters of UMV and mobile device 
operating Ad-hoc mode (“point-to-point”). 

2) UMV's Wi-Fi adapter (or mobile device's Wi-Fi 
adapter) and AP, which operating Infrastructure mode 
(“Client-Server”). 

It is also necessary to be focused on such an obvious 
nuance as the principle of “three's a crowd”, which 
becomes fundamental during the organization of 
cooperation within any wireless CFS. Thus, “three's a 
crowd” is not only a wireless Wi-Fi network of 
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intersecting channels, but also the usual radio devices: 
USB-adapter for radio mouse, wireless keyboard, 
Bluetooth-headset and similar. All they can create 
significant interference interaction of CFS’ objects. 

A. Interaction Pair of UMV's Wi-Fi Adapter and 
Mobile Device 

The largest number of cyber-physical systems use 
a modification of the Wi-Fi standard 802.11b/g/n. The 
desire of the CFS owner to use the latest standard among 
all the available is naturally.  

This desire should be the fact that new standards 
support the highest speeds and should be backward 
compatible with previous versions. You can quite easily 
upgrade the wireless adapter in your computer or a 
laptop, but the modernization of other Wi-Fi devices 
(e.g., smartphones, tablets and UMV) are not so simple. 

To ensure a stable data rate is more appropriate to 
stick to one version of the standard for AP, and for 
mobile objects interacting with each other over Wi-Fi. 

Absolutely, the current version of the standard 
802.11n is actually today. However, the analysis of used 
devices, including identical models of mobile devices 
with the same hardware modules, has showed that 
compatibility is achieved at the exhaust standard 
802.11b/g only.  

The 802.11b/g standard isn’t provided the full-duplex 
operation [9, 10]. So, it is needed to pay attention on 
both the choice of wireless adapter models and the 
setting of mode these adapters for the organization of a 
half-duplex interaction between CFS objects. 

Today the actual signal range in CFS is a distance of 
50, 100, 250 meters. In order to ensure such range, it is 
sufficient of standard power level up to 20 dBm. Such 
power level is corresponding to the level of 100 mW 
[11] and typical to the most commercial Wi-Fi adapter 
[12]. 

To ensure the long-range (up to 2 km in the absence 
of obstacles), you must install additional powerful Wi-Fi 
antennas of different configurations [13] and use of 
multi-flow technology (MIMO). The installation of 
additional antennas does not increase the power of the 
Wi-Fi module transmitter. However, such modernization 
can improve the radiation pattern of the module 
significantly. Thereby, the distance of cyber-physical 
components interaction is increased. 

When we speak about the interaction of UMV and 
mobile devices, the role of the network’s AP is 
performed the UMV Wi-Fi adapter. The control device 
(smartphone, laptop, remote control and similar) is 
connected with such AP [14, 15]. Sometimes, the 
transmission of the broadcast traffic from UMV to 
several cyber-physical components is necessary. In this 
case, cyber-operator needs to connect to the UMV's AP 
in Bridge mode. Then it becomes possible to further the 
distribution of network, which is created by UMV, to 
other cyber-physical components [15]. 

B. Interaction Pair of UMV's Wi-Fi Adapter (of 
Mobile Device) – Access Point (AP) 

The mode of auto-select the freest channel (Clear 
Channel Select) is set as default in the factory settings of 
the majority of Wi-Fi equipment models. However, the 
auto-change of channel can lead the breakage of the 
communication and to the loss of real-time video from 
UMV in a fast dynamic radio environment of the CFS 
work area. Therefore, it is appropriate to perform 
deactivation of the automatic channel selection mode in 
wireless equipment settings, used in the CFS, and 
manually set a Wi-Fi channel number, determined, as a 
result of studies. 

Changing the wireless channel can help to increase 
the range and efficiency of interaction of CFS objects, 
especially if there is a neighboring network, being 
installed on the same channel or there interference from 
other devices. It is best to check the channels and to 
recommend a particular choice through such programs-
analyzers as Vistumbler or InSSIDer [16]. 

It is appropriate to preserve the configuration of 
telecommunication devices (AP, router etc.) to a file for 
a multi-agent CFS with homogeneous objects. Then it is 
possible to transfer settings from one AP to the other 
APs within the CFS in case the expansion of CFS. This 
greatly simplifies and speeds up the wireless connection 
settings in case if the CFS will expand. Furthermore, it is 
possible to easily integrate new cyber-physical 
component into an existing mesh-topology and take into 
account changes of CFS behavior in formulas (1–9). 

If you provide the management and configuration of 
cyber physical components using the remote / direct 
access to the built-in web interface, they will be 
configured by any cyber-operator, having an 
administrator right, from any mobile CFS object running 
iOS, Android or Windows Phone. 

In our opinion, it is necessary to choose the wireless 
equipment that supports 802.1Q. This allows the sharing 
of physical network many logical (virtual) subnets 
(VLAN) means RADIUS. Standard RADIUS (Remote 
Authentication Dial-In User Service) provides crossroad 
of passwords from different authentication systems, 
allows mobile units, remaining members of the same 
VLAN (subnet unmanned aerial vehicles – UAV, subnet 
unmanned rovers, subnet other UMV, subnet cyber 
operators and other subnet of CFS objects), to navigate 
within the coverage of CFS and switch from one AP to 
another. 

For rapid deployment CFS arbitrary and not only 
mesh-topology in a new area of action and with a large 
number of cyber-physical components (e.g., UAV 
monitoring network), the support of technology wireless 
backbones (WDS) by wireless telecommunications 
equipment should be useful. Using WDS-mode will 
integrate multiple wireless APs via communication 
channel without loss in the data rate. It is possible to 
allow simultaneous maintenance wireless clients on 
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intermediate AP (in the “repeater” mode) or vice versa to 
deny access wireless clients (in the “bridge” mode). 

C. Defining Characteristics of the Video Stream and 
Choice of Camera's Matrix for UMV 

Given that the video stream transmission produces 
the largest load of channel link between UMV and 
cyber-object, you must define the minimum flow firstly, 
which the computing board of cyber object should be 
processing with the greatest speed to issue manage 
commands to UMV in order not to lose the last. 

It should be noted, that it is necessary to correct the 
UMV movement path with the commands from the 
cyber-object by transmitting up to 30 managing 
commands per second in order to avoid the loss of UMV 
when you hover over it weapons or if there are obstacles 
in the way of UMV. Since, it is necessary to process at 
least four frames of the target image to issue manage 
commands to UMV. Therefore, a desired rate of the 
video stream is 120 fps [17]. In addition, you will track 
objects, moving with high speed, thanks to high-speed 
video stream. 

Firstly, you need to decide, what a video stream is. 
There are many video formats, which essentially boil 
down to one thing: a sequence of frames at a certain rate 
per second. Frame is image that being characterized 
through the resolution and the format (number of bits per 
pixel and interpretation: which bits of which correspond 
to the color component). Frame compression can be used 
inside the flow to reduce the amount of data transmitted. 
However, the screen shots are always decompressed to 
its original condition, when they are displayed. Restore 
of frames is needed also because the analytic algorithms 
also work with the uncompressed frames. 

Thus, the video stream is characterized by frame rate, 
its format and image resolution. Importantly, the 
processing always at the same time has to deal with only 
one frame. That is why, they are processed sequentially. 
Furthermore, at the next processing, it is important to 
know how much time has passed since the previous 
frame. This value can be calculated from the frame rate, 
but more practical approach that is to support the frame 
with TimeStamp. 

The first step is to prepare the frame before 
processing. As a rule, it is significantly reduced in size. 
The fact is that further processing will engage each pixel 
of image. Accordingly, the lower frame, the faster will 
be processed. Naturally, the jot of the information is lost 
in the frame during compression. But this is not critical, 
and even useful, for example, when motion is detected in 
the frame or the appearance of new objects. Objects are 
processing, mainly large enough to disappear of the 
frame during compression. However, all kinds of “noise” 
are associated with the quality of the camera, lighting, 
natural factors, will be reduced. 

Changing the resolution can occur by combining 
several pixels of the original image into one. By way of 
association depends on the part of the information that 

will be saved. For example, the square 3 pixels x 3 pixels 
of the original image to be converted to a single pixel 
results. You can sum up all 9 pixels or can take a total of 
only 4 corner pixels and find the arithmetic mean, or you 
can take one of the central pixel value.  

Another action at this stage is to change the format of 
image. Color images are not used generally, since it also 
increases the processing time of frame. For example, the 
additive color model 24RGB  comprises 3 bytes per 
pixel (24 bits). A conversion into 8-bit model 8Y , as in 
(14), leads to an image which occupies only a single byte 
per pixel, thus slightly yielding in a first information 
content: 

,3/)(8 BGRY ++=  (14) 
The result will be the same image, but in grayscale. 
CMOSIS Comp. (Belgium) is engaged in the 

development and manufactures new types of solid-state 
optical sensors series CMV and CHR. A distinctive 
feature of CMOS-matrix CMOSIS company is having a 
high-resolution sensors which provide a high rate of 
frame reading [18]. 

Many of the matrices given above can be operated at 
a temperature of minus 30 °C to plus 70 °C. This is an 
important parameter for outdoor CFS. Power dissipation 
of the sensor at full resolution and maximum frame rate 
can be dynamically controlled by reducing the frame 
rate. 

Alternatively, it is possible to replace the CMOS-
matrix of CMOSIS Comp. on, e.g., CMOS-matrix 
PYTHON-1300 color image sensor of Avnet, Inc. [19]. 

It should be noted, that there is the so-called “effect 
of jelly” (Rolling shutter) in CMOS-matrix, which are 
used for the production of cameras copter. This effect 
describes the delay of image of fast dynamic objects 
(which change their position a suddenly) on video, and 
as a result, geometric distortions or light strips are 
appeared on image. The way out of this situation is 
either to use CCD-sensor (which is not carried out by 
line, and full frame image transfer), or to use the 
hardware stabilization systems camcorders UMV or the 
imposition of certain digital filters already received 
video image. 

The subtraction the low-frequency components of the 
image is executed during the reading the video signals of 
the exposed image from CCD-matrix and the converting 
them into digital form. Full frame is stored at the 
external memory. The brightness of the elements of this 
frame are the difference between the desired and the 
reference signal. Detected and location of detected 
objects in a picture image reading pace performs in 
parallel with the recording of the image in the memory. 

It is used algorithms known as operators to work with 
windows to detect new objects. Window operators used 
window (some areas of the image) as an input. In this 
case, window is sized a 3 pixels x 3 pixels. The values of 
the pixels in this window are compared with a threshold 
value, which is floating and is calculated depending on 
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the reading rate of the image. If there is a simultaneous 
excess of the threshold values of any three pixel's values 
in this window, then the found object will be fixed and in 
the vicinity of its area formed in measure N x M.  

It is calculated the integrated brightness of the new 
object in each of the area with size N pixels x M pixels 
in the pace of reading image shot from CCD-matrix. 
After the end of the field formation according with the 
values of integral luminosity it is sorted. The results of 
image processing images from CCD-matrix are: 

− J luminance values of the brightest objects among 
being found. The brightness values are recorded in a 
block of 16 registers arranged in parallel.  

− J values of the coordinates of the lower right 
corner of the area N pixels x M pixels to J areas 
containing the most vivid found objects. The coordinate 
values are written in a block of J parallel registers. 

All technologies of the video processing from the 
UMV require relatively high computing resources 
together with the requirements of minimizing 
dimensions of moving cyber-physical components. 

D. Choosing the Computing Board for UMV 
When you are engaged by programming both 

microcontrollers and programmable logic devices 
(PLDs), it is very important not to leave everything in 
theory, but implement ideas into practice immediately. 
You can do it in different ways, for example, do a 
variety of simulation as close to the real, or collect all in 
the layout. However, both of these methods have 
significant disadvantages: 

− The work in the simulator may differ from that of 
the board. 

− You can make a mistake and burn the controller / 
PLD or to connect something wrongly under assembling 
on the prototyping board. Then, you must make the long 
search for the mistake of trying to understand why the 
code does not work, although the problem is not 
somewhere in the code; In any case, it is required to 
build or to buy a programmer / computer interface. 

A great “testing ground” for these issues is the 
evaluation board. It’s such a board, where everything is 
connected properly and bred. Operation of “hardware” 
can be checked on the gauge demo program. Embedded 
systems debug and firmware allow to upload new 
firmware into the crystal in one motion. It remains only 
to experiment, without being distracted by extraneous 
factors. 

Also, evaluation board serves as a convenient tool for 
rapid prototyping and running knots, checking the ideas 
and methods.  

It makes sense – at first to assemble at demo board, 
to verify that the idea works, adjust as needed, and then 
debugged code already to use in a real project. In 
developing the device so, you can save a lot of time. 

To work with data from CMOS-matrices followed a 
video stream processing is proposed to use SoC. The 
reasons for the choice is simple: the processing of the 

video stream with 120 fps and above, the microprocessor 
will not be able to produce. For working out of the 
solutions, it is proposed to take evaluation board 
Zedboard. The functionality of this board presented in 
Fig. 3 [20]. Characteristics of PLD SoC are listed Table I 
[21].  

On the evaluation board set SoC Z-7020. 
For working off the SDR (Software Defined Radio) 

solutions you can also use board Zedboard, just putting 
radio module Zynq-7000 AP SoC / AD9361 with 
following characteristics [22]: 

− Combines Avnet Zedboard with Analog Devices 
AD9361 integrated RF Agile Transceiver. 

− RF 2 × 2 transceiver with integrated 12-bit DACs 
and ADCs. 

− Band: factory-tuned for optimal performance at 
2400 – 2500 MHz. 

− User-modifiable to other RF center-frequencies 
from 70 MHz to 6.0 GHz. 

− Tunable channel bandwidth at the data converter: 
<200 kHz to 56 MHz. 

− Powered from single FMC connector. 
− Supports MIMO radio, with less than 1 sample 

sync on both ADC and DAC. 
− Includes schematics, layout, BOM, HDL, Linux 

drivers and application software. 
− Supports add on cards for spectrum specific 

designs (PA, LNA etc.). 
− SPI access for all device registers.  
− Optional MathWorks tools support for 

communications system design. 
Due to such construction SDR, you can implement 

functions FHSS (Frequency-Hopping Spread Spectrum), 
protected noise coding, data encryption, and so on. 

Thus, by the usage of the Zedboard you can debug 
independently video processing (on the matrix of 
CMOSIS Comp.) with 120 fps or above and a job with a 
SDR.  

Thereafter, it should be decided how to build the 
system as a whole, depending on the load on ARM9 
processor, and the number of occupied logic PLD. In the 
future for high-speed data transmission it is possible to 
use high-speed transceivers, which are presented in the 
“older” models SoC and provide data transmission speed 
up to 3.125 Gbps. 

Zedboard has shortage of the block of memory to 
handle high-resolution video. But, due to the scalability 
of the algorithm processing, you can first check on the 
low resolution video image of like 640x480 or less. 

The usage of PLD is an important advantage, such as 
the ability processing of parallel processes. PLD can 
collect information from all sensors in parallel and 
process of data at the same time. The results of the 
processing can to use to management of multiple servo 
through drivers. 

It should be noted, that Zedboard has integrated 
HDMI-transmitter only. Therefore, to be able to receive 
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on Zedboard video via HDMI, you can use the board 
FMC-HDMI-CAM FMC [23]. 

Summary А-D, before you start CFS with wireless 
communication protocols, you must: 

1) Conduct a study radio environment in the whole 
CFS area by means of one of the software or hardware 
wireless network analyzers (only selected standard). 

2) Set the interaction of CFS objects on the most 
uninhabited channel (with the fewest quantity of SSID). 

3) Adjust the power limitation AP transmitter in 
accordance with the calculated parameters of the channel 
asymmetry based on SNR of each pair interacting cyber-
physical components. 

4) Define characteristics of the video stream and 
choose of camera's matrix for UMV. 

5) Choose the computing board for head UMV. 

IV. RESEARCH RESULTS 
In the experiment, the data rate determination was 

carried out: 
a. From a moving object on the ground to motionless 

cyber-object (with devices based on the operating system 
Windows 8.1), which is in optical line-of-sight, – by 
means of built-in operating system tools. 

b. Between two moving cyber-physical components 
(laptops, tablets, smartphones), which communicate with 
each other using APs and are managed by people, – by 
means of built-in operating system tools. 

c. Between two moving cyber-physical components, 
which communicate with each other directly and are 
managed by people – by means of the program 
BArtWell Wi-Fi File Sender, versions of which are 
available for Android, Windows Mobile and PC [24]. 

E. Analysis of Interference from Neighboring Wi-Fi 
Networks and Selection of Channel Link Number 

We have studied the dynamics of the interaction of 
the two most common Wi-Fi adapter Ralink RT3290 
802.11b/g/n [25] built-in the laptop model ASUS X501U 
running Windows 8.1 SL. In this mode, one of the 
adapters works as an AP.  

The problem is that if the AP operates as “only 
802.11n”, other Wi-Fi adapter Ralink RT3290 will not 
see this AP that was created on the same adapter, even 
within the coverage area. 

It was noted that the decision to limit the speed of 
data transmission in a wireless CFS at the level below 
than the maximum of mode “only 802.11n” is irrational 
only when the first consideration. However, it is justified 
after the following arguments.  

Therefore, the highest attainable experimental result 
of used Wi-Fi adapter Ralink RT3290 is at the level of 
80-90 Mbps, despite of the maximum connection speed 
is allowed up 150 Mbps. At the same time, in operating 
condition the 802.11n, AP uses two frequency bands, 
which means that it will need more power. Given, that 
AP is created on UMV, it leads to unwarrantable the 
overspending of battery life. 

To do less energy consumption, therefore it is 
advisable to limit the speed of interaction of CFS objects 
uniform level of standard 802.11g. If you set the mode of 
operating conditions “802.11bgn mixed”, the link will be 
“802.11g only” protocol with the inherent speed of up to 
54 Mbps (actually 25 Mbps). But, this data rate is 
enough to interact the cyber-physical components, even 
for implementation FPV (First Person View) mode on 
UAV. 

Updating the adapter drivers [26] do not solves this 
problem. 

Working on the 5 GHz frequency is stayed seeing as 
the band with the more demanding the presence of the 
optical line of sight. If it is put the task of reducing the 
time of life (data transfer) CFS or the usage of less 
energy-intensive (thereby, lighter) batteries, it will be 
necessary to consider usage the equipment on IEEE 
802.11ac standard in these tasks. In this case, the 
interaction of cyber-physical objects will be with higher 
data rate (with achievable experimental results in 
290 Mbps) at a frequency of 5 GHz [27]. 

Thus, at the setting Wi-Fi adapter Ralink RT3290 
802.11b/g/n it has previously selected the channels # 1-13, 
corresponding to the 2.4 GHz frequency band (Fig. 4).  

By means of the program InSSIDer 4 [16] it has 
analyzed the radio environments on the selected 
channels (Fig. 5), has tested the quality of 
communication within the target Wi-Fi network, which 
has SSID “u_r_not_prepeared” (Fig. 6). 

The result showed the unsatisfactory performance of 
the communication channel when the response of the 
echo packet was about 2 seconds. These characteristics 
do not allow to view and process the transmitted video 
stream data real-time. 

Also, it decided to narrow bandwidth of 
communication channel to improve the quality of 
communication. Typically, this is done using non-
overlapping channels # 1, 6, 11 in 2.4 GHz band. 

However, among the non-overlapping channels 
2.4 GHz band channel # 6 is the most common. This 
channel is set the default for most switching Wi-Fi 
equipment [28]. In Fig. 5 also is shown that there are 
five networks with a power of a signal approximate to 
the target network with SSID “u_r_not_prepeared” 
signal level, in displayed part in the monitoring area of 
the program InSSIDer. Therefore, configure CFS objects 
on this channel does not make sense. 

Given, that most UAV Wi-Fi modules is configured 
to far channels # 11-13 of the 2.4 GHz band [29], the 
following experiment to analyze the radio environment 
was conducted using Wi-Fi analyzer program 
InSSIDer 4 for bandwidth, which is limited by channels 
# 10-13 (Fig. 7). 

It was found that the target network with SSID 
“u_r_not_prepeared” (Fig. 8) has the most power (-
69 dBm) in the selected channel # 13 as compared with 
only two neighboring network (-96 dBm), which work in 
this channel.  
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However, this positive radio situation and the 
nonexistence of noise in communication channel 
between CFS objects improved the quality of 
communication slightly (Fig. 9). Instead of 2 s in the 
previous experiment, when the new configuration 
properties cyber-physical component has become 
effective, response time of echo packet dropped just 
twice and amounted to about 1 s. Such connection speed 
is insufficient to speed dynamical processes and 
processing video stream real-time. 

In such a situation, it is entirely justified to conclude 
that the choice of the standard and of unloaded 
communication channel will not lead to further 
improving the quality of the communication channel 
between wireless CFS objects. 

F. Achieving of Communication Channels Symmetry 
We has researched the symmetry of the 

communication channel between pair AP-Client to 
improve the quality of the communication channel. We 
should verify the initial setting of transmitter signal 
power to outdoor applications access point D-Link DAP-
3310 (Fig. 10). It can be seen that AP has the maximum 
transmitting signal power in the experiment.  

According to Data Sheet, 100 % transmitter outputs 
the power of the DAP-3310 is 20 dBm at 6-36, 48, 
54 Mbps. Receiver sensitivity is -74 ± 2 dBm at 54 Mbps 
[30]. The Wi-Fi adapter Ralink RT3290 802.11b/g/n 
[25], which is built-in laptop models ASUS X501U, has 
characteristics:  

− Output Power 802.11g: 14 dBm +/– 1.5 dBm;  
− Receive Sensitivity 802.11g: less than -70 dBm 

(54 Mbps).  
For the setting power of a signal in the AP  

(100 mW = 20 dBm) and the Client  
(18–35 mW ~ = 12.5-15.5 dBm) power difference is 
minus 4.5–7.5 dB. 

The calculation of the maximum of the 
communication channel asymmetry has fulfilled the 
notebook ASUS and AP D-Link DAP-3310 with 
802.11g@54Mbps: 

DF  = (12.5 – 20) – (70 – 72) = 
= – 7.5 + 2 = – 5.5 dB.                       (15) 

As in (15), problems may occur in interaction 
between CFS objects, and the AP is fault in that. 

To obtain a stable communication, the AP signal 
power must be reduced. Minimum asymmetry of the com-
munication channel, which can be achieved, is as in (16): 

DF  = (12.5 – 50%*20) – (70 – 72) = 
= – 2.5 + 2 = = – 0.5 dB.                    (16) 

When the level Transmit Power 50 % has set in the 
AP D-Link DAP-3310 web interface, it makes sense to 
check the ping between the studied cyber-physical 
components (Fig. 11). It can be seen that the response 
time of the echo packet decreased almost an order of 
magnitude. 

In the result of the latter experiment, the 
communication quality in the wireless channel is 
significantly improved. 

G. Determination of Wi-Fi Speed Dependence from 
the Distance 

There was investigated some models of SOHO- and 
SMB-segment wireless equipment to outdoor 
applications operated in AP mode (production of  
TP-Link, Huawei-3Com and D-Link companies).  

Theoretical speed declared at 54 Mbps, in the real 
conditions falls to 12 Mbps at a distance of 50 m  
(Fig. 12, line 1). This is so due to a rather complex radio 
environment in the 2.4 GHz frequency because this band 
belongs to the unlicensed ISM-band. The reason for the 
speed reduction is also interference the signals from 
other networks on the same standard. Communication 
speed may drop down to 1–2 Mbps at the same distance 
for moving objects [9]. Accordingly, the rate of 54 Mbps 
can be ensured at the receiver sensitivity -74 ± 2 dBm. If 
the receiver sensitivity is about -90 dBm, the rate drops 
to 2–5 Mbps [31]. 

According to the company Cisco information, data 
transmission on standard 802.11a/b/g can be achieved 
with higher levels of speed (Fig. 12, line 3) on 
equipment Cisco Aironet Series 1130 AG [32]. 
However, the stepped change of the speed of data 
transmission in different CFS areas will lead to uneven 
loading of computing board processors and, as a result, 
in overheating and possible hang-up of cyber operator 
devices with consequent data loss from the physical 
components (sensors, camera etc.). 

For UAVs, the power signal transmitter of standard 
Wi-Fi devices (not more than 20 dBm / 100 mW [11]) 
provides a distance of equipment activity to 200 m 
without additional amplification. The enhancing inter-
action zone of cyber-physical components up to 400 m 
needs more power signal (relevant 25 dBm / 316 mW or 
more). However, in Ukraine, this requires permission 
from the National Commission for the State Regulation 
of Communications and Informatization (NCCIR of 
Ukraine). 

The increase of power signal transmitter above the 
computation, referred previously, is necessary to transfer 
the video stream real-time in HD-quality at a distance of 
700 m on the Wi-Fi. There are such capabilities, e.g., in 
quadrocopter DJI Phantom 2 Vision, which can be used 
as a head of the UAV “flock” drones. The usual distance 
of UAV's equipment does not exceed 50 m (e.g., 
quadrocopter Parrot AR.Drone 2.0 Elite Edition Sand). 
Its receiver supports Wi-Fi 802.11b/g/n and provides 
managing by cyber operator mobile device based on iOS 
or Android that supports Wi-Fi 802.11b/g/n. 

The data rate, depending on the distance in meters, is 
shown in Fig. 12, line 2. This dependence was obtained, 
as a result of the experiment, described in paragraphs A 
and B this section of article. The data rate has stabilized 
at a value of 24 Mbps over the entire CFS area (up 
200 m) for the current wireless network topology. 
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The border of the experiment area was determined 
accordance with significant interference from high-
voltage transmission power line. These noises have 
caused a sharp drop in the transmission rate and total 
interruption of the communication channel between 
cyber physical components when the distance between 
them exceeded more than 200 m. Thus, the cut line 3 to 
zero in Fig. 12 does not show the boundary possibilities 
standard 802.11g. To resume the communication channel 
it is necessary to make a new research of radio 
environment by means of software or hardware wireless 
analyzer (e.g., InSSIDer) and to redefine the parameters 
of the link between the CFS objects. Similar new 
researches will be necessary also, if the new APs start 
operating on the same communication channel, with 
comparable power signal level in the vicinity to CFS 
zone activity. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
1) In this paper, we proposed a mathematical model 

of multi-agent wireless CFS consisting of moving 
objects. This model adequately describes the interaction 
of cyber-physical components, which are combined into 
a monitoring network, delivery network or network of 
other destination. Conducted experiments has confirmed 
the significant difference between the theoretical 
performance Wi-Fi equipment about data rate and 
communication range from the real values when CFS 
operates in the territory of the city (settlement) with a 
noisy radio environment. 

2) By analyzing the modes of wireless data 
transmission between pairs of cyber-physical 
components, we have shown that the more important 
criteria for CFS, consisting of mobile objects, is the 
stability of communications, regardless of  achievable  
speed maximum in according with the standard. 

3) By reducing the asymmetry of the link between 
the cyber-physical components, we have achieved the 
stable transmission rate of 24 Mbps. This will ensure the 
rhythmical loading of the computing board processors 
(CPU or / and GPU) on cyber object. The achieved data 
rate is sufficient for the qualitative processing of the 
video signal transmitted from the UMV to cyber object. 

4) We have proved that it is possible to avoid the 
dropping of rate due to interference from the connecting 
to the ether of new access points, non-containing to CFS. 
This is achieved by redefining radio environment in the 
CFS work area and changing characteristics of cyber-
physical components. At the same time, you can avoid 
falling rate when CFS moving objects are entering in 
areas of high electromagnetic noise or optical line-of-
sight is lost between the cyber-physical components.  

5) It is possible the overcoming of the limit distance 
in wireless CFS by using additional special 
configurations of antennas with different gains, and also 
by means of manage the signal power on cyber-physical 
component of all CFS levels.  
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